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DECISION ON APPEAL
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
This is an appeal under 35 U.S.C. § 134(a) from the Examiner’s
rejection of claims 1-15, all of the pending claims, under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a).
We have jurisdiction under 35 U.S.C. § 6(b).
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We reverse the Examiner’s § 103(a) rejection of claims 1-15 and enter
(a) a new ground of rejection of claims 1-15 under § 112, second paragraph,
(b) a new ground of rejection of claims 1-4, 9-13, and 15 under § 101, and
(c) a new ground of rejection of claims 9-12 and 15 under § 112, first
paragraph (enablement requirement).

A. Appellant’s invention
Appellant’s invention relates to human interfaces (input, display,
output) concerning computer network and World Wide Web addresses in
languages which require bidirectional display and presentation.
Specification [0001].
By way of background, Appellant notes that the current technologies
supporting the World Wide Web are "English-centric" due to the roots of the
beginning of the Internet being an American and European effort. Id. at
[0003]. As such, many of the conventions and standards employed in
servers, routers, e-mail protocols, etc., employ an English alphabet with
English-like syntax. Id. This ASCII-based domain name system (id. at
[0007]) encodes only scripts written and displayed in a left-to-right order.
Id. at [0010].
According to Appellant, there is a need for a system and a method that
allow domain names to be handled and displayed with different (nonEnglish) reading orders (id. at [0013]), such as Arabic, which is read rightto-left. Id. at [0057]. Furthermore, such a system and method should be
2
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readily usable within the currently deployed technologies of the World Wide
Web. Id. at [0013].
Appellant’s invention preserves the characteristic of domain names
that a full stop (i.e., a period) always serves to separate a domain name into
its individual parts or “labels.” Id. at [0054]. In addition, the invention
preserves the strict hierarchy regarding the order of the labels, which is that
the most general part of the domain name is always the rightmost label,
while the most specific part of the name appears as the leftmost label. Id.
We note that the Brief,1 in explaining how Appellant’s invention
works, appears to equate a URL, which is not recited in claim 1, with a
domain name, which is. See Br. 7 (“[A] domain name or Universal
Resource Locator (‘URL’) is defined by those in the industry as having a
protocol identifier (e.g. http or https, etc.), a top-level identifier (e.g..com,
.org, .net, etc.), a registered domain server name or second-level identifier,
an optional third-level identifier (e.g. www, www2, etc.), zero or more
subdomains, zero or more subdirectories, and zero or more resource
names.”). The Specification, on the other hand appears not to consider
“http://” to be part of the domain name. See Specification at [0033] (“The
determination as to whether a stream contains a domain name is rather
straightforward if the domain name is preceded by some special identifier[,]
[s]pecifically, “http://’, ‘ftp://’, or ‘telnet://’.”). We note that considering
1

References herein to the Brief are to the “Appeal Brief (First

(Continued on next page.)
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“http://” to be separate from the domain name is also consistent with
Wikipedia, which provides:
The following example illustrates the difference between a URL
(Uniform Resource Locator) and a domain name:
URL: http://www.example.net/index.html
Domain name: www.example.net
Registered domain name: example.net
Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Domain_name (last visited Jan. 28,
2009) (copy enclosed).
The Brief (at 5-6) describes several examples of URLs (“Uniform
Resource Locators”2), which are referred to in the Specification (at 18:17) as
“Universal Resource Locators.” The first URL,
“http://www.anycompany.com,” is described as having three labels
(“http://www,” “anycompany,” and “com”). The second URL,
“http://www.help.ibm.com,” is described as having four labels
(“http://www,” “help,” “ibm,” and “com”).
Appellant explains that a likely starting point for choosing an
allowable set of characters from which domain names may be constructed in
other languages is the character repertoire available in the well-known
Unicode/ISO10646 standard. Specification [0009]. The range of characters
available in Unicode accommodates most modern written scripts, including
Arabic and Hebrew scripts (id.), in which at least some characters are written
Reinstatement)” filed May 29, 2007.
2
Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Domain_name, supra.
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right-to-left. Id. at [0077]. Thus, in contrast to ASCII, Unicode encodes
scripts that are written right-to-left as well as those written left-to-right (id.
at [0010]). Also, in Unicode it is perfectly “legal” to intermix these scripts.
Id.
The Feinberg reference,3 which does not concern domain names,
explains that
[s]ome spoken languages, such as Hebrew, are rendered bidirectionally. That is, certain portions of such languages are
rendered left-to-right while other portions of those languages
are rendered right-to-left. For example, according to the rules
of the Hebrew language, text is rendered on a computer display
or printout in a right-to-left configuration, but numeric formulas
are rendered from left-to-right.
Feinberg, col. 1, ll. 22-29 (emphasis added).
Appellant’s invention is described as “provid[ing] a one-to-one
mapping between names in logical order and names in display order.”
Specification [0023]. In the Unicode system, the “logical order” is “[t]he
order in which text is typed on a keyboard.” Glossary of Unicode Terms,
http://www.unicode.org/glossary (last visited Jan. 28, 2009), pages 1 and 23
(copy enclosed) of 41 printout pages. The “display order,” on the other
hand, is “[t]he order of glyphs presented in text rendering.” Id. at page 13
(copy enclosed).

3

Feinberg U.S. Patent 6,944,820 B2.
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Unicode characters are either strong or indeterminate. The meaning
of “strong” in the Unicode context is explained in Wikipedia as follows:
In Unicode encoding, all non-punctuation characters are stored
in writing order. This means that the writing direction of
characters is stored within the characters. If this is the case, the
character is called “strong”. Punctuation characters however,
can appear in both LTR [left-to-right] and RTL [right-to-left]
languages. They are called “weak” characters because they do
not contain any directional information.
Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bi-directional_text (last visited
Jan. 28, 2009) (hypertext formatting omitted) (copy enclosed).
Appellant’s invention “resolves the direction of indeterminate
characters, such as the full stop or ‘dot’, hyphen-minus, Arabic numeral, and
European numeral.” Specification [0066]. Feinberg gives the following
example of the problems presented by the indeterminate hyphen character in
the Hebrew language:
In the Hebrew language, certain neutral characters such
as the hyphen character (“—”) create special difficulties for
displaying Hebrew text. As discussed above, according to the
rules of the Hebrew language, text is rendered in a right-to-left
configuration, while numeric formulas are rendered in a left-toright configuration. For example, the text “I live in the house
on the left” rendered according to the rules of the Hebrew
language would be rendered in a right-to-left configuration.
However, the numeric formula “3-2=1” would be rendered in a
left-to-right configuration according to the rules of the Hebrew
language.
Feinberg, col. 1, ll. 55-65.
6
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Generally speaking, Appellant’s invention involves breaking each
domain name into a plurality of individual labels separated by full stop
characters (i.e., periods) and independently evaluating each label for proper
bidirectional display order. Specification [0022]. The resulting mapping of
logical order to display order is described as providing unambiguous
resolution of multilingual domain names. Id.
The Specification describes an example of a multi-language domain
name consisting of an Arabic-language, right-to-left letter group “ABC”
(which would be displayed as “CBA”) and two English-language, left-toright letter groups “ibm” and “com.”4 This example is depicted in Figure 3,
which is reproduced below:5

4

The Specification employs the following conventions to represent
Arabic, Hebrew, and European letter and numerals:
(a) uppercase letters “A” through “M” are used to
represent Arabic letters,
(b) uppercase letters “N” through “Z” are used to
represent Hebrew letters,
(c) digits “0” (zero) through "4" are used to indicate
European numerals, and
(d) digits “5” through "9" are used to indicate Arabic
numerals. Specification [0034].
The lowercase letters (a-z) presumably represent English letters.
5

In this example, the domain name is not preceded by a special
identifier, such as “http://.” Id. at [0033].
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Figure 3 is described as illustrating issues involved with interpreting
and displaying typical domain names using the well-known Unicode BiDi6
algorithm, and the ambiguity which can result. Id. at [0006], [0017]. To
simplify the following discussion, we will limit our discussion of Figure 3 to
lines 30 and 33. Line 30 is described as “a ‘normal’ domain name in
presented logical order” (id. at [0057]), which as explained above is the
order (reading left to right) in which the characters would be typed on a
keyboard.
The Specification explains that
[t]he method of the invention provides a more desirable
multilingual output (4) [sic; line 33] as illustrated in FIG. 3,
wherein the “ABC” label is a right-to-left language component
of the domain name, and the “ibm” and “com” labels are left-toright components of the multilingual domain name. This output
6

“Bidirectional script support is the capability of a computer
system to correctly display bi-directional text. The term is often shortened
to the jargon term BiDi or bidi.” Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Bi-directional_text, supra (hypertext formatting omitted).
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is consistent with the current structure of domain names. In this
case the full stop characters are ignored, and the bidirectional
algorithm is applied to each of the individual labels of the
domain name.
Id. at [0061]. Thus, in the display order depicted in line 33, the Arabic
characters ABC appear in their correct “CBA” display order while the
remaining characters also appear in their correct display order.
As already noted, Appellant’s invention also resolves the direction of
indeterminate characters, such as the hyphen-minus character. Figure 4 is
reproduced below.

Figure 4 shows a logical order character string 40 that consists of
Arabic letters NOP and European numerals 123 separated by a hyphenminus character. Specification [0062]. Character string 41 is the incorrect
display order obtained when using the Unicode BiDi algorithm, which
inappropriately treats the hyphen-minus character as a European Terminator
character. Id. Character string 42 is the correct display order obtained by
treating the hyphen-minus character as a white space. Id. Also, the display
order character string 42 is bidirectional in that it includes left-to-right
European numerals 123 and right-to-left Arabic letters NOP.
9
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Appellant’s method includes inferencing and reordering phases, as
explained in the following paragraphs of the Specification:
[0066] The method of the invention is divided into two phases:
inferencing and reordering. Inferencing resolves the direction
of indeterminate characters, such as the fall stop or “dot”,
hyphen-minus, Arabic numeral, and European numeral. During
this phase each character is assigned a strong direction, either
left or right. The reordering phase takes the fully resolved
characters and generates a display ordering for them.
[0067] The inferencing phase is accomplished in several
passes. In the first pass Arabic and Hebrew letters are assigned
the right-to-left direction, while full stops and other alphabetic
characters are assigned the left-to-right direction. The next set
of passes resolves the directions of digits.
The manner in which the directions of Arabic and European numerals
and hyphen-minus characters are resolved is explained in paragraphs [0068]
and [0069]:
[0068] There are two rules for resolving the direction of Arabic
and European numerals. All Arabic numerals are assigned the
right-to-left direction. European numerals are assigned the leftto-right direction, unless the European numeral is surrounded
by right-to-left characters (Arabic or Hebrew letters), in which
case it takes the right-to-left direction. This is accomplished in
two passes -- a forward pass and a reverse pass.
[0069] The final set of passes resolves the directions of hyphenminus characters. There are two rules for the resolution of
hyphen-minus characters. All hyphen-minus characters become
left-to-right, unless the hyphen-minus is surrounded by
characters whose direction is right-to-left in which case the
hyphen-minus becomes right-to-left. This is the same
10
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resolution as digits, but occurs after digit resolution. At this
point each character in the domain name has a strong direction.
Appellant’s algorithm accommodates two different groups of domain
name creators. Id. at [0078]. One group knows what it wants to register
(i.e., the logical order) but is unsure how it will be displayed. Id. 7 The other
group knows what it wants to see displayed (i.e., the display order) but is
unsure which logical sequence of characters should be registered. Id.
Appellant’s algorithm eliminates the need for specialized individual
algorithms. Id.

B. The claims
The independent claims before us are claims 1, 5, and 9, of which
claim 1 reads:
1. A method for converting a unidirectional domain
name to a bidirectional domain name, said method comprising
the steps of:
establishing a plurality of labels within a unidirectional
domain name by using a pre-determined full stop punctuation
mark as a delimiter between said labels, said labels having an
original label display order as encountered from left to right;
within each said label, performing inferencing through
resolving the direction of indeterminate characters by assigning

7

In accordance with Appellant’s invention, “multilingual domain
name registration is made in logical order. . . . [C]onsistent with how
bidirectional data is generally stored in files today.” Specification [0065].
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a strong direction left or right to each indeterminate character;
and
reordering said characters within each said label of said
unidirectional domain name into character display order using
the fully resolved characters previously inferenced, thereby
converting said uni-directional domain name to a bidirectional
domain name in which said original label display order is
preserved, and bidirectionality of characters within each label is
produced.
Comparing claim 1 to Appellant’s Figure 3, the recited “unidirectional
domain name” appears to read on line 30 (“ABC.ibm.com”), which shows
the “logical order” of the characters in each label, i.e., the order in which the
characters would be written, regardless of whether those characters should
be displayed in a left-to-right or a right-to-left order. The recited
“bidirectional domain name” reads on line 33 (CBA.ibm.com”), which
shows the display order of the characters in each label of the domain name.
The claim limitations concerning indeterminate characters do not read
on Figure 3, which does not show any indeterminate characters. Instead,
those limitations appear to be directed to Figure 4, wherein character string
40 represents the original order of a character string containing a hyphenminus symbol.
The recited “reordering of said characters . . . of said unidirectional
domain name into character display order using the fully resolved characters
previously inferenced” therefore appears to be directed to converting a
logical order character string like 40 in Figure 4 into a display order
character string like 42 in Figure 4. The language “bidirectionality of
12
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characters within each label is produced” (emphasis added) in the last two
lines of the claim appears to refer to a single label that contains left-to-right
and right-to-left characters, such as character string 42 in Figure 4.
The recited “original label display order as encountered left to right”
in the unidirectional domain name refers to the left-to-right order of the
labels as they appear in the logical order of the domain name, which label
order the claim recites is preserved in the bidirectional (i.e., display order)
domain name.
Appellant does not separately argue independent claim 5, which
recites a computer readable medium encoded with computer software for
accomplishing method steps like those recited in claim 1, or independent
claim 9, which recites a “system” that comprises elements for performing the
functions represented by those steps. Claims App., Br. 14, 16. Nor does
Appellant separately argue any of the dependent claims.

C. The references and rejection
The Examiner relies on the following references:
Abir

US 6,738,827 B1

May 18, 2004

Feinberg

US 6,944,820 B2

Sep. 13, 2005

Claims 1-15 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) for obviousness
over Abir in view of Feinberg.
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NEW GROUNDS OF REJECTION
Before addressing the merits of the Examiner’s § 103(a) rejection, we
are hereby, pursuant to our authority under 37 C.F.R. § 41.50(b), entering
the following new grounds of rejection:
1. Claims 1-15 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112, second paragraph,
for being indefinite.
2. Claims 1-4, 9-13, and 15 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 101 as not
directed to patent-eligible subject matter as defined in In re Bilski, 545 F.3d
943 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (en banc).
3. Claims 9-12 and 15 are also rejected under the enablement
requirement of § 112, first paragraph.

A. The new § 112, second paragraph, rejection of claims 1-15
Independent claims 1, 5, and 9 are indefinite in a way that is common
to all of those claims. Therefore, only claim 1 will be discussed.
It is not clear whether the phrase “a plurality of labels” in the first,
“establishing” step refers to: (1) all of the labels within a domain name; or
(2) to only those labels that contain indeterminate characters (thereby
requiring at least two labels containing indeterminate characters). The
language of the first step suggests the former interpretation. However, the
latter interpretation is suggested by the second and third steps, of which the
second step provides that “within each said label [of said plurality of labels],
performing inferencing through resolving the direction of indeterminate
14
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characters by assigning a strong direction left or right to each indeterminate
character” (emphasis added), and the third step calls for “reordering said
characters within each said label of said unidirectional domain name into
character display order using the fully resolved characters previously
inferenced . . . ” (emphasis added). However, the claim language thus
construed would limit the claim to domain names having at least two labels
(the recited “plurality of labels”) each containing bidirectional characters,
which would not appear to be Appellant’s intention.

B. The new § 101 and § 112, first paragraph (nonenablement) rejections
1. Claims 1-4 and 13
As noted above, Appellant describes the invention as a “single
universal algorithm” (Specification [0078]) that provides a standardized way
to convert between the logical order and the display order of domain names.
See also id. at [0023] (describing an object of the invention as “provid[ing]
a one-to-one mapping between names in logical order and names in display
order.”).
The exclusive test for patent-eligibility of a process under § 101 is
whether the process: (1) is tied to a particular machine or apparatus, or
(2) transforms a particular article into a different state or thing. See
Bilski, 545 F.3d at 964 (“[T]he machine-or-transformation test is the only
applicable test and must be applied, in light of the guidance provided by the
Supreme Court and this court, when evaluating the patent-eligibility of
15
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process claims.”); Gottschalk v. Benson, 409 U.S. 63, 70 (1972)
(“Transformation and reduction of an article ‘to a different state or thing’ is
the clue to the patentability of a process claim that does not include
particular machines.”). Method claim 1 does not recite any machine or
apparatus or call for transforming an article into a different state or thing. A
domain name is simply a series of characters representing the address of a
resource, such as a server, on the World Wide Web. Specification [0004],
[0008], [0013]. All of the steps are data manipulation steps.
Nor do any of claims 2-4 and 13, which depend on claim 1, satisfy
either test for patent eligible subject matter.
We are therefore rejecting claims 1-4 and 13 under § 101 for reciting
patent ineligible subject matter.
2. Claims 9-12 and 15
Claim 9 recites essentially the same limitations as claim 1 but in
“system” form:
9. A system for converting a unidirectional domain name
to a bidirectional domain name comprising:
a label definer adapted to establish a plurality of labels
within a unidirectional domain name by using a pre-determined
full stop punctuation mark as a delimiter between said labels,
said labels having an original label display order as encountered
from left to right;
an inferencer adapted to, within each said label, resolve
the direction of indeterminate characters by assigning a strong
direction left or right to each indeterminate character; and
16
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a character reorderer adapted to reorder said characters
within each said label of said unidirectional domain name into
character display order using the fully resolved characters
previously inferenced, thereby converting said uni-directional
domain name to a bidirectional domain name in which said
original label display order is preserved, and bidirectionality of
characters within each label is produced.
Claims App. Br. 16.
The term “system” in the preamble is broad enough to read on a
method and thus does not imply the presence of any apparatus. Although
the body of the claim recites a “label definer,” an “inferencer,” and a
“character reorderer,” those recitations fail to serve as structural limitations
because (1) they are not “means” recitations subject to interpretation under
35 U.S.C. § 112, sixth paragraph, and (2) they would not have been
understood in the art as implying any particular structure. Therefore, in
accordance with Ex parte Miyazaki, 89 USPQ2d 1207 (BPAI 2008)
(precedential), we are treating claim 9 as encompassing any and all means
for performing the recited functions and are accordingly rejecting that claim
rejected under § 112, first paragraph, as based on a nonenabling disclosure
in accordance with Miyazaki. Specifically, Miyazaki (a) held that the claim
phrase “sheet feeding area operable to feed . . . ” is not subject to
interpretation under § 112, sixth paragraph (id. at 1216), (b) found that the
term “sheet feeding area” has not been shown to have a definite structural
meaning in the art (id.), and (c) concluded that the claim phrase in question
therefore “encompasses any and all structures or acts for performing a
17
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recited function, including those which were not what the applicant had
invented” (id, at 1217), with the result that “the disclosure fails to provide a
scope of enablement commensurate with the scope of the claim and the
claim would violate the prohibition of Halliburton [Oil Well Cementing Co.
v. Walker, 329 U.S. 1 (1946)].” Id.
Dependent claims 10-12 and 15 fail to recite any structure or include
“means plus function” language and thus are also rejected under the
enablement requirement of § 112, first paragraph.
Although Miyazaki’s above-noted treatment of claim scope did not
arise in the context of a ground of rejection for patent eligibility under § 101,
that claim construction principle would appear to be applicable to
determinations of patent eligibility under § 101. We are therefore
additionally rejecting claims 9-12 and 15 under § 101 for reciting patent
ineligible subject matter because, when construed in accordance with
Miyazaki in the manner explained above in the discussion of the new
rejection of those claims under § 112, first paragraph, for nonenablement,
those claims encompass any and all structures for performing the recited
functions. As a result, claims 9-12 and 15 are at least as broad as method
claims 1-4 and 13, which we have determined recite patent ineligible subject
matter under Bilski.8
8

We leave it to the Examiner to determine in the first instance
whether claims 5-8 and 14, which recite a “computer readable medium
encoded with computer executable software,” recite patent eligible subject
(Continued on next page.)
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THE EXAMINER’S § 103(a) REJECTION
In view of the new ground of rejection entered above against claims 115 under 35 U.S.C. § 112, second paragraph, for indefiniteness, we are
hereby reversing the Examiner’s prior-art rejection of those claims. In re
Steele, 305 F.2d 859, 862-63 (CCPA 1962) (reversing § 103 rejection
because based on considerable speculation as to meaning of terms of claims
and assumptions as to their scope). However, in the interest of
completeness, we offer the following observations regarding the merits of
the § 103(a) rejection.

A. Principles of law
“[T]he examiner bears the initial burden, on review of the prior art or
on any other ground, of presenting a prima facie case of unpatentability.” In
re Oetiker, 977 F.2d 1443, 1445 (Fed. Cir. 1992). A rejection under
35 U.S.C. § 103(a) must be based on the following factual determinations:
(1) the scope and content of the prior art; (2) the level of ordinary skill in the
art; (3) the differences between the claimed invention and the prior art; and
(4) any objective indicia of non-obviousness. DyStar Textilfarben GmbH &
Co. Deutschland KG v. C.H. Patrick Co., 464 F.3d 1356, 1360 (Fed. Cir.
2006) (citing Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 17 (1966)).

matter.
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“The combination of familiar elements according to known methods is
likely to be obvious when it does no more than yield predictable results.”
Leapfrog Enters., Inc. v. Fisher-Price, Inc., 485 F.3d 1157, 1161 (Fed. Cir.
2007) (quoting KSR Int’l Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 127 S. Ct. 1727, 1739 (2007)).
“[W]hen a patent claims a structure already known in the prior art that is
altered by the mere substitution of one element for another known in the
field, the combination must do more than yield a predictable result.” KSR,
127 S. Ct. at 1740.
Discussing the obviousness of claimed combinations of elements of
prior art, KSR explains:
When a work is available in one field of endeavor, design
incentives and other market forces can prompt variations of it,
either in the same field or a different one. If a person of
ordinary skill can implement a predictable variation, §103
likely bars its patentability. For the same reason, if a technique
has been used to improve one device, and a person of ordinary
skill in the art would recognize that it would improve similar
devices in the same way, using the technique is obvious unless
its actual application is beyond his or her skill. Sakraida [v. AG
Pro, Inc., 425 U.S. 273 (1976)] and Anderson's-Black Rock[,
Inc. v. Pavement Salvage Co., 396 U.S. 57 (1969)] are
illustrative—a court must ask whether the improvement is more
than the predictable use of prior art elements according to their
established functions.
Id. If the claimed subject matter “involve[s] more than the simple
substitution of one known element for another or the mere application of a
known technique to a piece of prior art ready for the improvement,” id.,
20
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it will be necessary . . . to look to interrelated teachings of
multiple patents; the effects of demands known to the design
community or present in the marketplace; and the background
knowledge possessed by a person having ordinary skill in the
art, all in order to determine whether there was an apparent
reason to combine the known elements in the fashion claimed
by the patent at issue.
Id. at 1740-41. “To facilitate review, this analysis should be made explicit.”
Id. at 1741. That is, “there must be some articulated reasoning with some
rational underpinning to support the legal conclusion of obviousness.” Id.
(quoting In re Kahn, 441 F.3d 977, 988 (Fed. Cir. 2006)).

B. The level of skill in the art
Appellant faults the Examiner for failing to ascertain the level of skill
in the art, citing Graham. Reply Br. 4. In the absence of other evidence
addressing the level of skill, it is presumed to be represented by the
references themselves. See In re Oelrich, 579 F.2d 86, 91 (CCPA 1978)
("the PTO usually must evaluate both the scope and content of the prior art
and the level of ordinary skill solely on the cold words of the literature"); In
re GPAC Inc., 57 F.3d 1573, 1579 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (Board did not err in
adopting the approach that the level of skill in the art was best determined by
the references of record).
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C. The Abir reference
Abir’s invention
contemplates transformation of a conventional URL to an
identifier that is familiar to the user. (This familiar identifier
will be referred to as a “friendly” identifier.) This transformed
identifier would be displayed to the user. Internally, the
apparatus would continue to use the conventional URL and
would use this URL in accessing resources on the Internet.
Abir, col. 2, l. 62 to col. 3, l. 1.
Abir’s invention also can be used to convert a friendly identifier that
has been input by the user into a conventional identifier to be used by the
apparatus. See id., col. 2, ll. 58-61 (“It is an object of the invention to
provide a system and method for a user of an apparatus to access a HTML
page by inputting to the apparatus a resource identifier that is simpler or
otherwise more desirable than the conventional URL.”).
Abir discloses a specific example of converting a conventional (i.e.,
English-language) URL to a “friendly identifier” in Hebrew. Id., col. 4, ll.
29-41.
Figure 1 is reproduced below.
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Figure 1 is a block diagram of a “conversion” algorithm for
transforming a conventional resource identifier into a friendly resource
identifier, using conversion to Hebrew as an illustrative example. Id., col. 4,
ll. 23-29. The operation of the algorithm is described as follows:
In step 100, standard parts of conventional resource identifiers
such as “http://www” “com” and “htm” are identified. In step
102, the standard parts are converted to well-known Hebrew
equivalents such as {character pullout} for “http://www” and
{character pullout} for “com”. In step 104, the remaining parts
of the conventional resource identifier is analyzed for words
23
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that have identifiable meanings. For example, the words
“health” and “insurance” would be recognized in the word
“healthinsurance”. In step 106, the Hebrew word {character
pullout} would be substituted for "health" and the Hebrew word
{character pullout} would be substituted for insurance. In step
108, the complete Hebrew resource identifier would be
produced.
Id., col. 4, ll. 29-42.
Abir’s Figure 3 is reproduced below.

Figure 3 is block diagram showing the application of Abir’s
conversion algorithm to the conventional resource locator
“http://www.cdbschoolfor boys.com.” Id., col. 3, ll. 13-14. A letter to letter
translator is used to convert letters that are not parts of words recognized by
the word to word translator. Id., col. 4, ll. 42-55.
Abir also describes reversing the order of words when converting
words into Hebrew words:
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[T]he address in the case of the address
http://www.healthinsurance.com, the system will isolate the
part of the address that comes after “http://www” and before the
“.com” (also after the “.com” for sub sites.) The system will
then convert the words into the Web surfer's native language
using the system's simple English Hebrew dictionary. In this
case health insurance. Then the system may reverse the order
of the Hebrew words[,] add the Hebrew variation of the
“http://www and the “.com”, and display the address in the
surfer's native language.
Id., col. 6, ll. 22-31. Presumably, reversal of the words also involves
reversal of the letters of each word.
Abir does not address domain names that contain left-to-right and
right-to-left characters. Nor does Abir address indeterminate (i.e., “weak”)
characters, such as hyphens. Furthermore, Abir fails to address a domain
name that includes a subdomain, such as represented by “help” in
Appellant’s above-noted URL example, “http://www.help.ibm.com.” Br. 5.
As a result, Appellant’s characterization of Abir as “teach[ing] treating the
entire set of characters which are not ‘standard parts’ as a string to be
converted to the alternate language” (Br. 8) is overly broad. Abir only
discusses URLs that do not include subdomains.

D. The Feinberg reference
Feinberg’s invention relates to detecting and correcting the reading
order of text rendered in a bi-directionally rendered language environment
(Feinberg, col. 1, ll. 6-10). As correctly noted by Appellant, “Feinberg is
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silent regarding applying any part or form of their invention to URL's . . . .”
Br. 12.
Feinberg’s invention is specifically directed to resolving ambiguities
when converting bidirectional Unicode text from the logical order to the
correct display order. Feinberg, col. 1, l. 41 to col. 2, l. 14. Such
ambiguities arise, for example, when the directional text includes a
combination of letters, hyphens and numbers, such as the text “I live in
house--12.” Id., col. 2, ll. 10-14.
In Feinberg’s invention, a text selection is scanned for a portion of the
text selection that must be rendered differently than other portions of the text
selection according to text rendering rules of the language to which the text
selection belongs. Id., col. 2, ll. 55-58. The beginning and end of the
portion of the text selection is marked, and the portion of the text selection is
rendered differently than other portions of the text selection according to the
rules of the language to which the text selection belongs. Id., col. 2,
ll. 59-63.
More particularly, a text selection is scanned to locate a hyphen
character indicating a beginning of a portion of text that may need to be
rendered in left-to-right reading order. Id., col. 2, l. 66 to col. 3, l. 1. The
text selection is further scanned to locate a second character indicating an
end of the portion of text that may need to be rendered in left-to-right
reading order. Id., col. 3, ll. 1-4. A determination is made as to whether the
portion of text must be rendered in left-to-right reading order. Id., col. 3, ll.
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4-6. If so, that portion of the text selection is rendered in a left-to-right
reading order. Id., col. 3, ll. 6-7.
During operation of Feinberg’s invention on text rendered according
to the rules of the Hebrew language, the module 205 (Fig. 2) scans every
character looking for a dash “--.” Id., col. 6, ll. 30-33. When the module
205 locates a dash, the text including the dash is highlighted and the user is
given a prompt to ask the user whether the text surrounding the dash should
be reversed or flipped into a left-to-right configuration. Id., col. 6, ll. 33-37.
For example, say the text includes the equation “3-2=1”, and upon scanning
the text the string “1=2-3” is highlighted. Id., col. 6, ll. 37-39. The user is
asked via a prompt whether the highlighted text should be corrected. Id.,
col. 6, ll. 39-40. If the user accepts, the string is flipped to correctly read
“3-2=1,” while the remaining text continues to be configured in a right-toleft configuration according to the rules of Hebrew text rendering. Id., col.
6, ll. 40-43.
Alternatively, the module 205 may be set to automatic correction in
which case the highlighted text is flipped to the opposite reading order
automatically. Id., col. 9, ll. 2-4.
As noted by the Examiner (Answer 4), Feinberg’s invention also
involves recognizing separators, such as periods:
Referring back to FIG. 4c, if at step 442 a determination
is made that the character obtained in step 438 is not a dash, the
method then proceeds along the “No” branch to step 448, where
a determination is made whether the character is a separator,
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such as a colon, a period, or a comma. It should be understood
that the colon, the period and the comma are not defined as
separators according to the Unicode standard, but are defined as
separators for operation of an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention.
Id., col. 9, ll. 54-62. The Examiner characterizes this passage as
“specifically teach[ing] the period can be used as a separator to mark or label
sections of text for processing.” Answer 8. Appellant does not disagree
with this characterization but argues that Feinberg treats periods as
delimiting sentences of text rather than delimiting labels in a domain name.
See Br. 11 (“Feinberg is most certainly addressed to natural language
processing, but URL's are not ‘natural language’ in the sense that Feinberg
addresses natural language. The period characters, or full stop characters, in
a URL do not delimit full sentences of ‘spoken language’ (col. 1, line 18).”).

Appellant more particularly explains, without contradiction by the
Examiner, how Feinberg will translate text containing two periods:
When applying conventional natural language translation
techniques, a Latin period “.” character is typically interpreted
as signaling the end of a sentence construct within a paragraph,
unless it is immediately followed by a paragraph termination
character, such as a hard line feed (“LF”) or carriage return
(“CR”) character. So, for example, if the words of the phrase:
“I own a dog. It is a good dog. <CR>”
were re-ordered for right-to-left languages and interpreted using
conventional natural language translation techniques, it would
appear in the following order:
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“.dog good a is It. dog a own I.”
Notice that the sentences reversed order, as well as the
words within the sentences. This is a fundamental problem of
the Unicode Bidirectional Algorithm (“BIDI”) as applied to
domain names, which arises due to the fact that the algorithm
was designed to process natural language text (e.g. sentences
and paragraphs), not URLs.
Br. 9.

E. The merits of the rejection
The Examiner found that “[t]he system of Abir determines and detects
the standard parts of a URL (http://www, ‘.com’, etc) without specifically
disclosing the implementation of parsing the domain name into ‘labels’
based on detected delimiters.” Answer 3. More particularly, the Examiner
found that “Abir processes the URL to separate the URL into parts but failed
to specifically teach what processing was implemented so as to achieve the
parts.” Id. at 9. The Examiner then explained that
Feinberg was cited for teaching the processing of text to detect
for various delimiters or separator characters (Feinberg
specifically suggests various characters can be used as
separators - colon, period, comma, hyphen, dash, slash) so as to
mark or label the beginning and/or end of text that needs to be
corrected or processed. Therefore, the Examiner maintains that
the combination of Abir and Feinberg provide adequate support
for the claim language.
Id.
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It seems to us the Examiner’s reliance on Feinberg for a teaching of
using a period as a delimiter is unnecessary because that feature is inherent
in Abir. Although Abir does not use the terms “delimiter” or “labels” to
describe separating the URL “http://www.schoolforboys.com” into the
standard parts “http://www” and “com” and the nonstandard part
“schoolforboys,” the claim term “delimiter” reads on the periods and the
claim term “labels” reads on the parts separated by those periods. Appellant
does not contend otherwise.
Regarding the recited bidirectionality of characters, which is not
disclosed in Abir, the Examiner concluded:
It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill at the
time of the invention to modify the system of Abir to
implement the bi-directional text processing of Feinberg, for the
purpose of ensuring that the alternate Internet and resource
locators of Abir are rendered in the proper reading order for bidirectional or regular text, as suggested by Feinberg.
Final Action 3-4; Answer 4. In view of this explanation, Appellant is
incorrect to assert that at page 11 of the Brief that “[t]here is no statement . .
. why Feinberg was employed in a § 103 combination.”
At page 2 of the Reply Brief, Appellant acknowledges the Examiner’s
above-quoted “proper reading order” rationale but argues that combining
Abir and Feinberg will not result in preserving the “original label display
order,” as required by the claims. Specifically, Appellant contends that
the “‘[p]roper reading order’ [in Feinberg] refers to natural language syntax
for spoken languages, and not only specifies a left-to-right or right-to-left
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order of reading, but also specifies orders of sentences relative to each
other.” Id. This argument apparently relates back to the explanation in the
Brief of how Abir would convert Appellant’s example URL,
“http://www.applyforaloan.bigbank.com.” Br. 9. Appellant argues that in
contrast to Appellant’s invention, which would divide this URL into four
labels (“http://,” “applyforaloan,” “bigbank,” and “com”) and preserve their
display order even if converted to the Hebrew language, Abir’s invention
would divide this URL into two standard parts (“http://www” and “com”)
and one nonstandard part of (“applyforaloan.bigbank”) and would lose the
original label display order of “applyforaloan” and “bigbank” because the
nonstandard character string “applyforaloan.bigbank” would be treated as
two sentences, whose sentence order and letter order would be reversed as
follows during conversion of the URL to the Hebrew language:
<A>knabgib.naolarofylppa<B>,
where <A> is Abir’s substitution for “http://www” and <B> is Abir’s
substitution for “com.” Br. 9.
In our view, Abir’s Figure 14, reproduced below, suggests that
Appellant has the positions of <A> and <B> reversed.
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Figure 14 represents a screen shot of a Hebrew-language browser
employing Abir’s invention. Abir, col. 3, ll. 32-37. The Hebrew-language
equivalent for “http://www” given at column 4, lines 31-33 appears to be
located at the right end of the address line (albeit minus the colon, which we
assume is an oversight), in which case the three Hebrew letters at the left end
of the address line presumably represent “com.”9 It would therefore appear
that the result of applying Abir as modified in view of Feinberg to
Appellant’s example should be represented as follows:
9

We say “presumably” because the Hebrew letters do not strongly

(Continued on next page.)
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<B>knabgib.naolarofylppa<A>
where <A> is Abir’s substitution for “http://www” and <B> is Abir’s
substitution for “com.” This represents complete reversal of the original
label display order.
In any case, the Examiner, in response to Appellant’s argument that
Abir fails to preserve the label display order, stated that “[t]he processing
and translation of subsites and the parts after the ‘.com’ of the URL to
ensure a complete and proper translation requires that the order of domains
and subdomains or subsites are maintained to ensure the proper cites [sic;
sites] are accessed after transformation.” Answer 10. This explanation is
not understood, because it fails to explain why changing the order of the
Hebrew labels displayed in Abir’s Figure 14 URL address line would have
ensured accessing of the proper sites. The Hebrew version of the URL in
Abir is used for display purposes only; the computer would continue to use
the conventional English-language URL to access resources on the Internet.
Abir, col. 2, l. 62 to col. 3, l. 1.
Appellant also argued that Feinberg’s processing method is not “fully
automatic,” because the user is prompted by highlighting to indicate how
questionable text is to be displayed. Br. 12. The Examiner correctly held
(Answer 12) that this argument improperly reads a limitation from
Appellant’s Specification into the claims, which do not require “fully

resemble the Hebrew equivalent letters for “com” given in column 4, line 33.
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automatic” operation. Appellant’s argument also fails to take into account
the automatic operation described by Feinberg at column 9, lines 2-5.

SUMMARY
We have entered the following new grounds of rejection pursuant to
our authority under 37 C.F.R. § 41.50(b):
1. Claims 1-15 are rejected under § 112, second paragraph, for
indefiniteness.
2. Claims 1-4, 9-13, and 15 are rejected under § 101 for reciting
patent ineligible subject matter.
3. Claims 9-12 and 15 are rejected under § 112, first paragraph, as
based on a nonenabling disclosure.
In view of the new ground of rejection of claims 1-15 under
35 U.S.C. § 112, second paragraph, for indefiniteness, we have reversed the
Examiner’s rejection of claims 1-15 under § 103(a) for obviousness over
Abir in view of Feinberg. Steele, 305 F.2d at 862-63.

APPELLANT’S OPTIONS FOR RESPONDING TO
THE NEW GROUNDS OF REJECTION
Regarding the new grounds of rejection entered pursuant to 37 C.F.R.
§ 41.50(b), that paragraph explains that "[a] new ground of rejection
pursuant to this paragraph shall not be considered final for judicial review."
Appellant, within TWO MONTHS from the date of this decision, must
exercise one of the following two options with respect to the new grounds of
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rejection to avoid termination of the appeal as to the rejected claims:
(1) Reopen prosecution. Submit an appropriate
amendment of the claims so rejected or new evidence relating
to the claims so rejected, or both, and have the matter
reconsidered by the Examiner, in which event the proceeding
will be remanded to the Examiner. . . .
(2) Request rehearing. Request that the proceeding be
reheard under § 41.52 by the Board upon the same record. . . .
37 C.F.R. § 41.50(b) (2008).
No time period for taking any subsequent action in connection with
this appeal may be extended under 37 C.F.R. § 1.136(a).

REVERSED; 37 C.F.R. § 41.50(b)
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